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Abstract

Since the transition to post-New Order Indonesia in 1998, new religious movements such as Sai Baba have become popular in Bali. In contrast with the New Order era when Sai Baba was under strict scrutiny, these groups are now warmly accepted by a far wider audience and especially from educated affluent urbanites. In this paper, I discuss several factors that make Sai Baba movement generally an urban phenomenon. I ask how change taking place in Bali regarding the economic and demographic context may have contributed to the people's different mode of religious articulation. The economic transformation from agricultural economy to modern industrial economy in Bali has changed people's occupations and forced urbanization. I argue that the transformation also creates two emerging cultural spaces of Workplace in the city and Home in the villages of origin. Workplace is where people are bound to modern disposition of time and Home is where people are tied to traditional disposition of time. These two cultural spaces determine people's mode of religious articulation. As people move from their villages of origin to the city, they also adopt a new mode of religious articulation in an urban context. I suggest that to understand the emergence of new religions and new mode of religious articulation in Bali we have to look at specific transformations at the economic and demographic level.
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Introduction

Recent studies on Balinese religion discuss the emergence of Agama Hindu as a new religion and the proliferation of new religious movements such as Sai Baba. Leo Howe, an anthropologist working on Balinese religion, stated that the proliferation of Sai Baba followers in Bali is a result of the introduction of various Indian religious traditions to the island by its intellectuals. A recent observation of the Sai Baba movement will clearly show that this movement is growing more popular especially since the transition to post-New Order Indonesia in 1998. In contrast with the New Order era when Sai Baba was under strict scrutiny, these groups are now warmly accepted by a far wider audience and especially from educated affluent urbanites.

The urban characteristic of Sai Baba followers is notable if we put it into perspective on current trends in Balinese religious life. According to Howe (2005) the critical questions posed by the Balinese today regarding current trends in Balinese religion from orthopraxy to orthodoxy started by Clifford Geertz in the sixties.

religious life center on the efficacy of their traditional ritual actions. Is the time and money spent on such rituals worth all the effort? High expenditure makes the poor even more financially disadvantaged, relative to their affluent fellow Balinese who might still be able to afford expensive rituals.

Another issue that Howe points out is that as a consequence of the emergence of Agama Hindu and devotional movements such as Sai Baba, the financially burdensome adat as the traditional version of Hinduism is no longer the only existing religious system in Bali. As Howe rightly observed, the Balinese are currently living with these three competing religious systems and a compelling question is to see to which system the Balinese give their allegiance (Howe, 2005: 56).

A cursory response might be that the less-fortunate Balinese would choose to harbor their allegiance to devotional movements such as Sai Baba which put less emphasis on expensive rituals. This incentive-based thinking does not explain much of the reality I discovered in Buleleng, one of the poorest regencies in Bali besides Karangasem, where followers of Sai Baba were mostly educated, affluent urbanites. The poor in Buleleng, most of them villagers, are still bound to their traditional adat traditions, and still manage to articulate their traditional religion in the most basic format called nista². In term of demarcating these three religious systems; adat, Agama Hindu and Sai Baba, the Balinese are very likely divided along educational and geographical lines. There is also no direct correlation whereby the poor will prefer the less burdensome religious system such as Sai Baba. A few

² The family shrines of the poor are made from bare trees. There are three level of religious and ritual practices in Bali. Utama, meaning the greatest way which is very grandeur and expensive; Madya, meaning the midle way which is moderate in scale; and Nista, meaning the bare minimum which is very humble in scale.
questions to ask now are; why the followers of Sai Baba are mostly affluent urbanites? What specific condition that makes possible this allegiance to devotional religious system mostly found only in urban areas?

This paper will argue that Sai Baba movement is generally urban phenomenon which made possible by the economic transformation from agricultural to modern economy. The changing of occupations in the new economy has created: 1) Migration, as people move from their villages of origin to the new workplace in the city, and 2) two emerging cultural spaces of Workplace in the city and Home in the village of origin. The Workplace as a cultural space brought with it a new logic of time. Adapting to this new logic of time, Balinese urbanites find it hard to maintain their Adat religion which still uses traditional Balinese
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calendar. Strategically, they adopt a new mode of religious articulation in an urban context where Sai Baba movement is embraced due to its several features. I suggest that to understand the emergence of new religions and new mode of religious articulation in Bali we have to look at specific transformations at the economic and demographic level.

**Sai Baba Movement in Bali**

Sai Study Group is a congregation of followers of Sri Satya Sai Baba, an Indian guru born in Putthaparthi, India in 1926 and recently passed away in March 2011. Since childhood he is believed to have been performing miracles which meant that he gained a lot of followers. Nowadays, his followers have been spread all over the world with the establishment of 1,200 Satya Sai Baba centers in 126 countries³. This makes the Satya Sai movement a remarkable globalized phenomenon. The more so as its nature as a movement that does not come from the West as the center, but from a geographically marginal India makes it an alternative direction of globalization (Srinivas, 2010).

The popularity of this movement also reaches Indonesia in which there are 92 Sai Centers in 9 coordinating areas⁴. Coordinating area VII which includes Bali, East Nusa Tenggara and West Nusa Tenggara has 36 centers, with 32 of

---

³ Satya Sai Organization’s website [http://www.sathyasai.org/organize/content.htm](http://www.sathyasai.org/organize/content.htm), accessed June 8, 2011

⁴ Coordinating area I includes Nort Sumatera, Aceh, Riau, and West Sumatra with 4 Sai centers, coordinating area II includes Jambi, Lampung, Bengkulu with 13 Sai centers, coordinating region III includes Jakarta, Banten and Western Java with 4 Sai centers, coordinating centre IV includes Central Java, Jogjakarta, Semarang, Surakarta with 4 Sai centers, coordinating area V includes Surabaya, Malang, Blitar, Banyuwangi and Jember with 10 Sai centers, coordinating area VI includes Palangkaraya and Kalimantan with 2 Sai centers, coordinating area VII includes Bali, East Nusa Tenggara and West Nusa Tenggara with 36 centers, coordinating area VIII which includes South Sulawesi and Southeast Sulawesi with 5 Sai centers, coordinating area IX includes Central Sulawesi, North Sulawesi, Manado and Gorontalo with 15 Sai centers. Data taken from [http://saicenterindonesia.blogspot.com](http://saicenterindonesia.blogspot.com) accessed June 8, 2011
them in Bali alone. This makes Bali the region with highest numbers of centers as well as followers. In Bali, there are approximately over 12,000 followers reported (Howe, 2005). Mostly the followers in Bali are the Hindus with a few Chinese members. The first Sai Baba Center was established in Denpasar in 1984 and recently in November 2010 another one was established in Panji village, Buleleng regency, North Bali, where I conducted my fieldwork.

Looking at the characteristic of Sai Baba followers, an obvious feature of their profile is the high level of education, urban-based and non-agricultural job. My informants are high school teachers, university lecturer pursuing his PhD in religious studies, NGO staff, a very successful entrepreneur who has been to Putthaparthi twice and university student at a prominent university in Java. Only an insignificant number of them are in low profile jobs. One informant told me that there are actually a few of them working as a parking valet and labourers. These findings are substantiated by Howe's work (2001) who conducted fieldwork observing Sai Baba in Bali. As the followers education and occupation will be an important part in my discussion later, this information deserves a considerable quotation:

Such educational qualifications provide entry into good jobs. Twenty eight of the fifty-three describe themselves as civil servant, professionals, private officials or entrepreneurs, with six more being students. The others are artisans, white collar workers, ordinary employees, labourers and a few unemployed (Howe 2001:171).

All my informants and the Sai Baba followers in general, work in the city of Singaraja; the capital city of Buleleng regency, and reside there. Only a few of them live in the outskirts. This makes the urban characteristics of the followers more obvious. This characteristic is also highlighted by Howe:
It is rare for a village to have more than a few individuals or families who belong to the Sai Baba movement. Center of worship are situated in the main towns and attracts devotees from the surrounding villages. Given their isolation from likeminded people, devotees often find it hard to maintain their membership in the face of opposition and criticism from suspicious villagers (Howe, 2005:107).

**Economic Transformation and New Occupations**

As mentioned above, the occupations of the Sai Baba followers are mostly professional, non-agricultural ones. New occupations is a characteristic of the economic transformation happened in Bali. The island known for its agrarian characteristic where most of the inhabitants are farmers and working in the field has been gradually shifting to modern economy. Comparing statistical data from the year 1950 with the latest one in 2006 shows the total area of wet rice fields has decreased to only half of the total area in the fifties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total Area (1948)</th>
<th>Total Area (2006)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Buleleng</td>
<td>34,429</td>
<td>16,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jembrana</td>
<td>15,016</td>
<td>10,924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tabanan</td>
<td>62,198</td>
<td>25,903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Badung</td>
<td>47,732</td>
<td>13,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gianyar</td>
<td>39,022</td>
<td>19,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bangli</td>
<td>7,937</td>
<td>4,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Klungkung</td>
<td>11,952</td>
<td>4,027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Karangasem</td>
<td>19,975</td>
<td>9,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Denpasar*</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Bali</strong></td>
<td><strong>238,261</strong></td>
<td><strong>106,069</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Denpasar was previously part of Badung before granted special status as a separated city.

** All data in Ha. The 1948 data is taken from Swellengrebel (1960:10), and the 2006 data is taken from *Data Bali Membangun* 2006.

---

5 Because rice in the main agricultural produce in Bali, for the purpose of this study only rice production is taken into consideration as agricultural commodity.
A glimpse on Bali’s current regional GDP also mirrored the transition of its economy. While the early account of Bali’s regional GDP is not available, description of its economy mostly mention the income from agricultural sector where 75 percent of the population are employed (Swellengrebel, 1960: 9-11). Nowadays, the agricultural sector contributes only 20.3 percent of the whole regional GDP. The tertiary sector of tourism industry and services has surpassed it and is now the most contributive by its 29.3 and 16.2 percent share respectively. Below is the table of Bali’s regional GDP 2003-2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type of enterprise</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>agriculture, animal husbandry</td>
<td>5,666,835.82</td>
<td>6,011,427.77</td>
<td>6,887,173.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>mining and quarrying</td>
<td>176,964.87</td>
<td>196,471.79</td>
<td>225,485.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Manufacture electricity, gas and water supply</td>
<td>2,384,661.40</td>
<td>2,610,131.31</td>
<td>2,950,807.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>construction</td>
<td>411,013.44</td>
<td>522,553.47</td>
<td>627,986.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>trade, hotel and restaurant</td>
<td>1,051,150.30</td>
<td>1,132,719.56</td>
<td>1,368,305.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>transportation and communication</td>
<td>2,930,517.78</td>
<td>3,275,453.25</td>
<td>4,022,667.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>finance, renting and company service</td>
<td>1,725,224.41</td>
<td>1,969,622.09</td>
<td>2,399,259.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>services</td>
<td>4,382,130.74</td>
<td>4,815,272.68</td>
<td>5,496,233.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>total regional GDP</td>
<td><strong>26,167,941.90</strong></td>
<td><strong>28,989,595.67</strong></td>
<td><strong>33,946,467.52</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*figures are in million rupiahs
**data taken from Data Bali Membangun 2

From the table we can see that the three top earners are those basically under the umbrella of tourism industry (trade, hotel and restaurant), services, and those under
the umbrella of traditional economy (agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry and fishing). However, if we divide the sources of regional GDP into traditional economy (agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry, fishing) and modern economy (mining, manufacture and the rest of it), we can clearly see how Bali has been shifting away from the traditional economy. The classification holds relevance since the traditional economy, mainly agriculture, has different disposition of time with the modern economy that will be discussed later.

Following the transition to the new economy, there are changes in terms of people’s occupations. Prior to the economic development of Bali, which is directed toward tourism industry since the 1970, most of the occupations are farmers, builders, smiths, priests, puppeteers, and craftsmen (undagi)\(^7\). Nowadays in the diversified and modern economy occupations are varied, especially when it is noted that the high education of the Balinese youth foster their high expectations for jobs outside the agricultural sectors.

Buleleng regency, where I conducted fieldwork, is one of the poverty stricken regencies in Bali besides Karangasem. In Buleleng, the agricultural sector is still significant with 44 percent of the active workforce working in agricultural sector, however the rest of 54 percent are well integrated into the modern economy. The composition are as follows: agriculture (44%), manufacturing (12%), construction (9%), trade (21%), communication (5%), finance (1%) and services (8%)\(^8\). This change is remarkable as it marks the movement away from occupations in agricultural sector.

Of the Sai Baba followers that I interviewed, none was working in the agricultural sectors. Their occupations are

\(^7\) See Howe, (2005: 73) and Swellengrebel, (1960:11)

\(^8\) The data is of the year 2007 taken from Kabupaten Buleleng dalam Angka 2009
mostly in business and education sectors. As an example, Pak Gusti one of my informants is a successful businessman with main income from multi level marketing. He makes quite a lot of money that enables him to travel abroad regularly. He has been doing dharsan, seeing Satya Sai Bhaba physically or paying a visit to Putthaparthi India, twice. Another one is Pak Suendra, a lecturer at a local university. He is now pursuing his PhD in religious studies.

**New Occupations and Migration**

While people’s occupations in the traditional economy is based in their villages of origin, the new occupations forced them to leave their villages of origin to a new places usually in the cities. A life story from my informant illustrates this process.

Ibu Putu is a teacher at a local high school in Singaraja who I encountered during a bhajan, at a house of a devotee. She has been teaching mathematics for more than twenty years. Previously she has been posted in the city of Tabanan before moved to Singaraja in 1995. She is married to a lecturer and they have three sons. Ibu Putu was educated in a local university in Singaraja which made her leave her village of origin in southern Bali to study in north Bali. She met her husband during college and they both found jobs as teacher and lecturer respectively. Their career made them migrate from their village of origin and finally live in Singaraja for good. Even though they are still visiting their villages of origin for ritual purposes they are now registered as Singaraja citizens.

This is not an exclusive story for Ibu Putu alone as all my informants have similar stories of moving from their village of origin to pursue their career in the cities. It is also not a new phenomenon as we can find generally rapid urbanization marked by migration of people from
their villages of origin to the cities. However, in the case of the Balinese this is notable since the migration and the new occupations introduce people to a new logic of time in the workplace, and a distance from village of origin and its traditional logic of time.

**Workplace and Home: Two Cultural Spaces**

Balinese have special relation with their village of origin. Anywhere in the world they eventually live, they cannot cut off the link with their family in the village. This is because the traditional Balinese religion puts so much emphasis on ancestor worship and death ritual. All this ritual generally takes place at the original core family house in the village. As the Balinese are members of several temples’ worships in their village, they are obligated to participate in any rituals take place there⁹. Another thing that keeps them tied is that the Balinese traditionally want to be buried and cremated at the village where they originally belong. They want to come back and be together with the ancestors in the afterlife. This means they have to maintain harmonious relationship with fellow villagers back home in order to be still considered members and thus entitled to use the graveyard.

Life in the village of origin has its own unique atmosphere to the urban Balinese. The most obvious is that they speak Balinese more often if not entirely everytime with each other in the village. This is because they encounter people of primordial ties such as elders, close relatives and fellow villagers from similar temple groups. This familiar social relationship in the village also forces them to recognize the specific language strategies utilized to address different people from different castes. The Balinese use different classes of language to address different people. More

⁹ Geertz, idem p. 288
refined Balinese to the higher caste, and middle vernacular Balinese to people of similar caste. This is in contrast with the situation in the city where they speak bahasa Indonesia more often than Balinese.

However the most prominent feature of life in the village of origin is its rituals and the logic of time regulating the schedule of this rituals. Balinese calendar is different to the modern Gregorian calendar in several ways. First of all, the Balinese use two parallel systems namely the believed indigenous Pawukon system and the Sasih or Caka system. The Pawukon system consists of 6 months and 35 days each month, which makes 210 days per year. The year is not counted as it mirrors the non-linear nature of its time philosophy. There are 10 different kinds of weeks in this calendar, from one day week to ten days week in which each day has its own name. Most of Balinese temple festivals are scheduled based on this calendar. Two big holy days Galungan and Kuningan are also scheduled using this calendar.

The Sasih or Caka system has something in common with the Gregorian calendar in that they have 12 months and they count each year. However, the Sasih system has invariably 30 days each month. This is because it is based on the lunar cycle of full moon and new moon. Each new month begin the day after the new moon. Several temple rituals are based on this calendar and also the silent day of Nyepi is the new year day of this calendar.

As life in the village is colored by endless rituals, very often I hear an elderly woman talk to her married daughter about offerings that have to be made to this ritual event at this specific temple “Kliwon (a name of a day in Pawukon system) is coming in two days, have you prepared the offerings?” This kind of conversation illustrates much about what happens in everyday life of traditional Balinese.
I would like to call this atmosphere in the village as a traditional sphere or Home. It is a cultural space in which the Balinese articulate their traditional identity marked by traditional disposition of time, Balinese language, and primordial ties.

The situation in the city is different in several ways. First of all the Balinese encounter people from more varied backgrounds in the workplace and rarely those of the same primordial ties. As a consequence they use more bahasa Indonesia or alternately with Balinese language. This language use of bahasa Indonesia is strategic as it promotes equivalent position with each other. The second feature of life in the city is that the logic of time is dominantly the modern Gregorian one. This is true since the modern life marked by modern economy uses the logic of Gregorian calendar. Students, workers, teachers and almost everyone start activities in weekdays and have days off at the weekend. They also share the same national holidays with others regardless of religious affiliation. In terms of identification the Balinese see themselves as “Hindus” in contrast to fellow Muslims, Christians and other religions they mingle with in the city. This is in contrast with what happens in the village where everyone is almost certainly Hindu so the identification tends to be directed towards clan, temple congregations and castes. This is to say that in the city life the Balinese adopt a modern articulation of themselves, including in religious life. They tend to identify themselves as Hindus and not by specific clan in encountering more people from diverse background in the workplace.

I would like to call this atmosphere in the city as modern sphere of Workplace. It is a cultural space in which the Balinese articulate their modern identity marked by modern disposition of time, involvement in modern economy, bahasa Indonesia as a national language, and non-
primordial ties.

The urban Balinese immerse themselves in these two cultural spaces while the agricultural villagers are relatively not very much exposed to the Workplace as a cultural space as they are still a part of agricultural economy. Life within these two cultural spaces has its own challenges which the urban Balinese found very much difficult and influences their mode of religious articulation. The challenges mainly come from the different logic of times in those two cultural spaces.

**Arising Problems: Juggling between Work and Rituals**

As has been mentioned above the logic of time in the traditional sphere is very much different from the modern one. The traditional calendar of Pawukon is used to schedule temple festivals and all the rituals in the village. This scheduling then collided with the workdays disposition of Balinese urbanites which uses modern calendar in the workplace. As a consequence the Balinese urbanites almost always cannot participate in the rituals in the village of origin. This is a dilemma as most of them want to participate in order to keep harmonious social and religious relationships with the fellow villagers and ancestors spirit. However, leaving their work will definitely jeopardize their career and in most cases their income. A Sai Baba follower that I interviewed, a journalist named Mustika, says:

Let us imagine, if we always leave our work for attending the temple festival, it means we miss our income for a day. This is serious for those who make a living from opening a shop or as construction workers. And the temple festivals are many, should we leave our work frequently? No wonder there are no one who wants to employ the Balinese. Exactly because we have too many holidays!
An observation on a Balinese household wall calendar will give a good illustration. A Balinese household wall calendar is different from other calendars as it has all the systems that the Balinese recognize put together in the printed paper. So they have Gregorian, Pawukon, Caka and even Chinese one. The calendar will tell the Balinese when a temple ritual will be carried out as in each days there is information on the Pawukon feature of the day. However, most likely those temple festivals happen during weekdays when the color of the day is black, meaning workdays. Most of the day that colored red, meaning holidays, are national holidays and there is only one Balinese national holidays that is the Caka new year. This means the urban Balinese need to choose between going to work or skip a day to participate in the temple ritual.

The inability to participate in rituals has been a source for problems to the urban Balinese. It might be a trigger for social conflict between fellow villagers which has been discussed a lot in studies on Balinese traditional conflict or...
Those who cannot participate are risking becoming socially ostracized by their fellow villagers in the village of origin and might be denied access to the village graveyard. This anxiety of being socially ostracized is a perpetual theme arising in my interviews when the discussion touches upon difficulties of not being able to participate in the rituals in the village of origin. An interview with pak Made, a lecturer, tells me a lot about this anxiety.

There was once my fellow lecturer passed away and his family had the death ritual carried out in his village. During his life he was a prominent figure and he contributed a lot financially to his village in order to compensate for his absence during ceremonies. However still he was less respected in his own village by his fellow villagers. It can be seen from the fact that the family need to pay people to shower his dead body because people from the village hesitate to do that. Shame to us that we treat our fellow Balinese like that. Just because he is unable to participate in the village ceremonies.

Modern Disposition and Religious Tolerance in Sai Baba

This situation of difficulties maintaining the traditional Adat religion in the village of origin forces the Balinese to adopt a new mode of religious articulation. They seek for a simplified version of religion that fits their modern disposition. This is also a theme that appears during my interview with my informants. They seem to talk about the financial burden of the ritual, but given their affluent financial status, they actually express their puzzlement why rituals should be that meticulously impractical. After all, if they still follow the logic of their traditional counterparts, carrying out an expensive ritual is actually a theatrical show to express status. But it is very unlikely, as they are actually very modern and educated. An interview with pak Made
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the lecturer give me the following information on this non-traditionalist perspective:

The traditionalist still want to use a lot of *banten* (offerings) with the argument to preserve culture. They don’t accept the fact that Bali has already imported all the resources to make *banten* like fruits, palm leaves and coconut. Bali is no longer able to provide all this resources in carrying out rituals. After all the *banten* is actually symbols that can be substituted by *mantras* (verses). For those who can perform *mantras* they don’t need *banten*.

This need of new mode of religious articulation, I suggest, draws the Sai Baba followers to embrace the movement as it has specific features that fit their need.

Sai Baba movement has a very simple ritual of *bhajan* which is carried out every Thursday evening. This schedule of doing bhajan every Thursday evening is important because it is aligned with the modern disposition of time. It is regularly carried out in the evening after work hours and it is not compulsory as the members can do bhajan at home. Also there is no sanction of being ostracized if a member cannot attend. It is flexible in nature. This simplicity of ritual

10 In Singaraja, the center is located in Panji village, an outskirt to the west of the city. The Sai center in Panji village was formally inaugurated on the 84th birthday of Satya Sai Baba on November 23, 2010. The approximately 5 acre land where the center is build is a donation from a local sympathizer who happened to be an influential politician named Rai Yusa. The center itself is moderate in term of its two storey construction. The hall to do *bhajan*, a singing ritual to worship Sai Baba, is upstairs while the first floor is a multifunctional room for the members. Outside the building at the yard is a statue of Ganesha and a Padmasana shrine.

Members come every Thursday evening to do *bhajan*. According to my informant, there are approximately 70 to 100 devotees come every Thursday. Once during my fieldwork, I counted the small mattress on which the devotees sit during bhajan and it counts up to around 73. Besides the center which devotes call Sai Study Group (SSG) there are also small congregations at devotees’ home consisted around 5-7 devotees per group which they call Sai Devotional Groups (SDG). Members coming every Thursday to an SDG is around 5-7. There is also no strict dress code to come to do bhajan quite different with traditional Balinese custom which uses specific dress code.
is a strong feature that appeals to the urban Balinese besides also the religious tolerance that Sai Baba promotes

The religious tolerance can be seen from its inclusive teaching. Its inclusive teachings make Satya Sai movement a rather open organization which is easy to join with. Followers come from every religions as Satya Sai’s teaching does not offer a new theology which might replace his followers’ original one. Instead Satya Sai enforces the idea of oneness and demands his followers to ignore differences between religions. In his own words:

The main objectives of the Satya Sai Organization...is to help you organize the divinity inherent in you. So your duty is to emphasize the One, to experience the One in all your do (sic!) or speak. Do not give importance to differences of religion, sect, status or color. Have the feeling of oneness permeate all your acts. Only those who do so have a place in this Organization; the rest can withdraw (Satya Sai Speaks IX, 35, 187-88).

There is also no commitment to always participate as members come and go as they like. They can come to enjoy the religious atmosphere during bhajan and not come the week after. Another important thing is that the members are suggested to help each other who have difficulties. At the end of each bhajan there is usually a notification and news about members. The news can be good news or bad news in which there are members who happen to get accident etc. Other members are encouraged to give help as they feel like and according to their ability.

All these features of the movement which promotes religious tolerance, help each others who find difficulties, modern disposition of time in scheduling events, and

\[11\] Via Satya Sai Organization’s website http://www.sathyasai.org/organize/content.htm, accessed June 8 2011
simplified rituals are exactly what the urban Balinese need as their new mode of religious articulation in city context. The religious tolerance is important as the urban Balinese are anxious about their fellow villagers that being intolerant to them who cannot participate in village rituals. Helping each others and modern disposition of time are the demand of life in the city context. While simplified ritual is the perspective they adopt as a modern and educated who understand religion closely to its great tradition namely the Vedas.

Conclusion
The economic transformation from agricultural to the modern economy has made the Balinese change their traditional occupations and leave their village of origins to the cities. The migration and change of occupation introduce them to a more dominant logic of time in the workplace and city context. This new logic of time makes them difficult to participate in the traditional rituals taking place in their village of origin. However, the Balinese still want to maintain their relationship with the village of origin. This is true because of the obligation of ancestral worship and their need to be buried at home. As a consequence they are anxious about their situation and longing for a mode of religious articulation that fit their modern disposition. Sai Baba movement with its simplified rituals, religious tolerance, and modern disposition of time appeals strongly to be embraced as a shelter and a new mode of religious articulation.

Urban characteristics of the Sai Baba followers in Bali has been much overlooked by the previous study conducted by Howe (2001, 2005). Observation on Sai Baba followers tend to look at the relationship among followers which is non-hierarchical. This is so since the perspective being
used is the one that tries to understand Sai Baba followers in light of perpetual theme of caste antagonism in Bali. The theme of hierarchies in Balinese religion and religious life is a classic discussion that has been started since the early studies by the philologist and ethnologist. The researcher will be baffled by the fact that Sai Baba followers are not exclusively commoners only as there are also members from the high castes.

This paper suggests that to understand the new mode of religious articulation of the Balinese we need to look at the changes happening at the level of material infrastructure. The transformation from agricultural economy to industrial economy has changed also spatial dimension of social landscape in Bali. People are divided into those migrating to the city and involved in the modern industrial economy and those staying in the village and involved in the traditional economy. Involvement in different kind of economies affect the people’s disposition of time which in turn change their cultural articulation. In this light we see change take places from economy to space and finally to cultural identity.
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